2003 e39 540i

Someday, both manual transmissions and sporty sedans will be relegated to the history books.
Do you frequent Bring a Trailer? With that in mind, it should be pointed out that the seller of this
BMW i M-Sport compares it to one sold at the same asking on Bring a Trailer. Subscribe for 2
years and get an extra 1-month, 1-year-, or 2-year plan added to your cart at checkout. Now, the
V8 E39 M-Sport is a joy of a car. This one is said to be one of only about 1, six-speed versions
dropped on the U. That Getrag box is paired with a 4. The E39 is also arguably the last really
handsome 5-series model. It even comes with a righteous twin-kidney grille and features clean,
classic lines flowing back from that. This being an M-Sport, it adds M-specific bumpers,
M-parallel wheels and a number of other unique trim elements to set it apart from your run of
the mill E The ad also notes that this M-Sport comes with an amazingly low 53, on the clock.
Overall it appears to be in excellent shape, although as described by the seller, there are a few
boogers here. Those include some nicks in the factory coating on the wheels and some small
chips in the paint. There are some scuffs on the bumpers and a tiny described as BB-sized ding
on the boot lid. The interior has fallen victim to a delaminated A-pillar cover which has been
removed and then ignored. On the plus side, the car has extensive maintenance records and a
number of new and refreshed parts beneath its tidy bodywork. Those are noted in the ad, along
with the mileage when the work was undertaken. A custom exhaust was added just last fall and
the seller notes that a weighted shift knob was installed at the same time. Thankfully the original
knob comes along with the car. Everything here is said to work without issue, even down to the
digital dash displays which still show all their pixies. That was for a same-year car in a similar
color with slightly higher mileage. Well, no, not really. That BaT car was, as are all those sold on
that site, a deal for just one person: the buyer. What do you think, is this well-kept and low
mileage M-Sport worth that kind of cash? Or, to ask that much, does the seller need to just
break down and buy a BaT ad? Philadelphia, PA Craigslist , or go here if the ad disappears. Hit
me up at rob jalopnik. Remember to include your Kinja handle. Rob Emslie is a contributing
writer for Jalopnik. He has too many cars, and not enough time to work on them all. The A. Nice
Price Or No Dice. Rob Emslie. You decide! Prev Next View All. Rob Emslie Posts Twitter. Share
This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. It was launched in the sedan body style, with the
station wagon body style marketed as "Touring" introduced in The proportion of chassis
components using aluminium significantly increased for the E39, and it was the first 5 Series to
use aluminium for all major components in the front suspension or any in the rear. It was also
the first 5 Series where a four-cylinder diesel engine was available. Rack and pinion steering
was used for four- and six-cylinder models, the first time that a 5 Series has used this steering
system in significant volumes. Unlike its E34 predecessor and E60 successor, the E39 was not
available with all-wheel drive. The high performance E39 M5 sedan was introduced in , powered
by a 4. It was the first M5 model to be powered by a V8 engine. Development for the E34's
successor began in , [ citation needed ] and ended in The final design by Joji Nagashima was
selected in June [8] [9] and later frozen for production under new design chief Chris Bangle.
With design selection in , the series development phase began and took 39 months till start of
production. The domestic German design patent was filed on 20 April , with an E39 prototype.
The E39 was one of the first vehicles alongside the E38 7 Series to have curtain airbags , which
protect the occupants' heads in a side impact. Several models were available in Sports or
Executive trim levels. Special options available options on wagon models were either a roller
blind or extending cargo cover with patrician net for the rear cargo area, roller sun visors for
rear and side windows. A "latent heat accumulator" was available as an option up until
September The next time the vehicle is started, this heat is automatically used to reduce
exhaust emissions by heating the engine up to operating temperature quicker , for cabin
heating and window defrosting. Separate to the latent heat accumulator is the Residual Heat
function activated by a button labelled "REST" , [29] p which allows the demister and cabin
heater to use the heat of an engine that has recently been turned off using an electric pump to
push hot coolant through the heater core. Specifications for European models are shown below.
The initial diesel models used the BMW M51 turbocharged straight-6 engine. In , its successor
the BMW M57 was introduced in the d model, however the BMW M51 engine continued to be
used for two more years in the td and tds models. In , the M47 four-cylinder turbo-diesel was
introduced in the d model, which is the only E39 model to use a four-cylinder engine.
Six-cylinder petrol models were fitted with either the 5-speed Getrag G or ZF Z S transmission,
depending on the year and model. The following differential ratios were used by the E [41].
Unusually, two different steering systems were used for the E39, depending on the engine.
Models with four-cylinder and six-cylinder models use rack and pinion steering, [42] the first
time this system has been used in a 5 Series except for the E34 iX model. This system steers
from the front of the axle. Models with V8 engines use recirculating ball steering, as per the
previous generations of 5 Series. These frequencies are out of the range of engine and driveline

vibrations, to avoid vibrations being amplified. The E39 was the first 5 Series to use aluminium
for most components in the front suspension. The proportion of chassis components using
aluminium significantly increased for the E The front suspension consists of a double-jointed
version of the MacPherson strut , [47] [48] with six-cylinder cars using an aluminium front
subframe. The rear suspension consists of a four link design called "Z-link" , which is similar to
the system used by the E38 7 Series. The design minimises unintentional toe angle changes,
which increases the stability of the handling. The Touring model was the first BMW model to
use air suspension self-levelling suspension was first used by BMW for the E23 7 Series with a
closed-loop nitrogen system that operated in parallel with the steel springs. Instead of using a
traditional coil springs, the system uses pneumatic springs paired with air reservoirs that are
pressurised by an air compressor. The M5 model of the E39 was introduced in at the Geneva
Motor Show and was produced from to It was powered by the S62 V8 engine. All E39 M5 cars
were sold in the sedan body style with a 6-speed manual transmission. The Alpina B10 3. The
Alpina D10 was the first diesel model produced by Alpina and was introduced in February The
engine, a 3. The i Protection light-armored vehicle was launched in Europe in September and in
North America from January The i Protection is rated to withstand the impact of handgun fire up
to and including. Most changes occur in September each year, when the changes for the
following model year go into production, as is typical BMW practice. Therefore, the changes for
represent the model year, for example. The E39 facelift also known as LCI models began
production in September for the model year. In Indonesia, the initial model range in was the i
and i, [69] with only the i available with a manual transmission. Following the September facelift,
the line-up consisted of i, i and i. Indonesian models were assembled in Jakarta from complete
knock-down kits. From â€”, the E39 model range in North America consisted of the i and i, In the
M5 was introduced along with station wagon marketed as "sports wagon" versions of the iT and
iT. The station wagon models were marketed as "Sports Wagon" and standard features included
roof rails for mounting a roof rack. In BMW sold the i M-Sport package as a limited production
model in the United States, with 1, cars produced with a manual transmission. Sales in the
United States for May to May were 19, vehicles. The M5 was used by several teams in the Italian
Superstars Series. Car and Driver featured the E39 in its " 10Best list" six consecutive times,
from to Other reviewers have also praised the E39 models. The series tested for IIHS 's
"moderate overlap front" test and received 'Good' rating results, the highest available. The first
pilot production models were built in February , [87] with full-scale production starting in
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Executive car E [1]. FR layout. Z4 E How much do E39 5-Series
cost? Check out our E39 Price Guide. Including prices for th eM5, Wagon, Manual and Sport
packages. The E39 i M-Sport is that vehicle. For the E39 Chassis, the i from is considered to be
the best of breed. Earlier versions had 5-Speed manuals and various odds and ends, but the
variant has all the bells, whistles and that sick M-Technic aero kit that looks very similar to the
big brother M5. The E39 i has one of two engines. From till the car had the M62B44, a 4. The

5-series means mid-sized, 4-door sedan. This means that an E39 Chassis is built for 7-years.
These changes typically introduce different engines, technology and styling packages to keep
competitive in the market. To learn more about the LCI checkout the Wikipedia article. If you are
considering a 6-cylinder variant car, we are having great success owning and operating the M54
engine and highly recommend a i that uses the same engine. For those looking for more power
the i is the V8 powerhouse you seek! Learn more here. Many automotive journalists are simply
enamored by the M5 powerhouse. The i M Sport shares similar performance characteristics and
much of the suspension, just not the high-strung and expensive engine. The M62TUB44 engine
has horsepower while the S62 has horsepower achieved by many expensive performance
upgrades. Over time the S62 is shown to be somewhat reliable though very expensive to repair.
This means that if you blow an engine they can be readily replaced. A i owner will get the same
notc-likey pleasure out of their daily drive. At the time the i stock, definitely a more luxurious
animal. With modern suspension technology any i owner can update their suspension to
outperform the M5. In as an exit gift to BMW i fans, the M-Sport Limited Edition has the Style 37
wheels, more sporty suspension and some styling tweaks along with some styling tweaks. The
styling has the M-Technic Aero Kit that make this version the model to have. The E39 i M-Sport
is 1-year special has all the benefits of a high-performing sports sedan with very little draw
backs in comparison to the M5. For a real world enthusiast the i M-Sport is a reliable, blast to
drive with reasonably priced parts to fit many budgets. Using BRZO you can quickly find a
number of good looking examples of the i M-Sport and it is likely that many of these were well
pampered. Car and Driver. You must log in to post a comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce
spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. What engine does the BMW E39 i have?
What does E39 mean? What series is a BMW i, i, i and M5? What is the difference between a
BMW i and the i? Suspension At the time the i stock, definitely a more luxurious animal.
Conclusion The E39 i M-Sport is 1-year special has all the benefits of a high-performing sports
sedan with very little draw backs in comparison to the M5. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Got a quick answer although vehicle was not ready for showing.
I was told it was in a minor fender bender and it was getting a touch up. I took my business
somewhere else. No complaints. I ended up not purchasing the vehicle I wanted because of its
year and mileage, due to its not meeting the financer's requirements. I like the response it was
fast and courteous I will eventually purchase a car when my Down payment reaches They said
they would get back to me but never answered the specific question I asked. Dealer response
was fast and they answered all my questions to boot! Highly recommend this place. Easy
transaction. Helpful answering questions. Let wife and I each test drive car. Would recommend
doing business with them. Nice car. Havent talk to this car dealership. But im gonna wait until
this covid 19 slow down. Car is beautiful but little Spencer.. Is bad. He just tell me ok this the car
end walk away.. I was traveling from Jersey, got caught in major traffic and they waited for me
over an hour after closing. Avi handled the situation great and when I finally arrived, I was not
disappointed. We negotiated, I committed to buying the vehicle and the process went smoothly.
I would definitely recommend them to a friend. Friendly and helpful staff I requested extra
pictures of vehicle components and received in no time. Dod not purchase because financial
issues but I will consider if situation was different. Had a very nice experience with Sunny super informative and helpful. The van was in great condition and it was definitely on our list to
make a decision on. Best dealership in Central Valley. Very professional staff. Car Salesperson
Roman and Finance Manager Ahmed are very knowledgeable and helpful throughout the
process of buying my vehicle. General Manager Mike is honest and trustworthy person. Highly
recommended to buy cars in this dealership. Two thumbs up! They were very easy to work with
and very nice. They made internet purchase easy. They delivered the vehicle to my home to test
drive and also the contract. I am super happy. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller:
Ned. Jacksonville, FL Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Greg. Rocklin, CA Message
Seller. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Matt. Aylett, VA Message Seller.
Authorized BMW Dealer. The 5 Series BMW is by far the best all around value in this segment. I
especially liked the i since it is the only year for the 5 series to have the inline 6 N52N and an 8
speed ZF transmission. This combination is awesome highway gas mileage d Read more.

Smooth, good looking, quiet, plenty of power and handles well in the Sport setting. The Lexus
GS had a front end design that I could not live with. The Mercedes E was expensive. Not much
out there with the blend of features that a Mi, or M5 has. I would consider the Audi equivalent, or
maybe a Japanese equivalent. Not a big fan of Mercedes either. Definitely not anything
American made. BMW is a bit pricey, so I might have to back up a couple years to get in in my
budget. Why Use CarGurus? Lets get this out of the way right off the bat. The E39 BMW 5 series
is the best looking sedan ever made. Growing up I was obsessed with the hottest version of this
beautifully thought out machine, the E39 M5. One of my favorite pro skateboarders had two of
them and could be seen thoroughly enjoying them in his video parts. Great condition, but has a
few scratches underneath the front bumper Runs and drives excellent, very smooth and quiet.
Heated leather seats Automatic dual zone climate control Power windows, doors, seats, sun
roof. Note: Valley Pan Gasket is the only maintenance related item that has not yet been done
â€” My technician says it is not currently leaking â€” not necessary to perform at this time. I
know it worked with me as I had not previously heard the term until I came across this vehicle.
Of course I was initially suspicious because having been a long time fan of the E39 I thought I
was aware of all the packages and sub models. I will say that digging into the details of what
differentiates an Sport from an M-Sport was illuminating and confusing but I now feel more
knowledgeable about this legendary Bimmer than ever before. Either way, nice looking car with
a very solid list of tasteful upgrades, none of which would make me nervous going into
purchasing the car. I agree its one of the better looking 5 series ever produced. The M5 of the
same gen is also a fantastic car but at this point in their life cycle the cost of the M5 is not the
barrier to ownership the expense of up keep is. I agree with youâ€¦ despite what looks like a lot
of money spent on maintenance already there is always more around the corner on a car like
this. E34 m5 is the pinnacle. It appears to be different color under hood? With due respect
though, I have to contend that the D2 Audi S8 is a better looking sedan than the E Plus, it has
all-wheel drive, and nice examples of the end of the run s can be had for the same money as the
ask on this car. Nice write up! Carter you are comparing the D2 to this correct? William â€”
great find! I know other authors have used that term before for such statements. While few
mods are not to everyone taste, if repairs can be verified, TC guide are becoming a must these
days when you shop for Having them done is a very nice bonus for this car IMO. Speaking of
comparisons to Audi S8 D2. MDriver, yes I was comparing a theoretical D2 S8 to this i. Not to
further complicate the matter, but I did some self-checking; the E39 i depending on source
weighs lbs. However, the S8 is 80 horsepower up on the i. Anyway, great discussion Andrew
started! Same goes for C5 S6 avants and RS6 sedans. John yeah I could have said arguably but
I really believe it is the best looking sedan ever so I went with the bold statement. William yes,
that is a gorgeous example and I would love to walk out to it every morning but clean E34
examples are already climbing out of my price range so I try to tell myself to love them less. The
more I study the photos on this particular car the less I like it. When I compare that to the price
it really looses my interest. If anything the E28 appeals more than the E39, with its clean,
angular lines. The E24 has the same kind of charm. But the E34 best combines the classic
styling with the modern. Not surprised to see prices are finally shooting up! Best looking sedan
ever? That IS a bold subject to broach, no matter what your personal answer is! But hey, you
have the floor. Enter your email address: Delivered by FeedBurner. We re-post public classified
advertisements. As a practice we rehost images and ad c
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opy to preserve the listing for future reference. If you would like additional attribution for your
work, or wish to remove your listing from our site, we are happy to accommodate. Please email
us: germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not represent these vehicles and our
opinion on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are not responsible for these items in
any way. Estimates on price and values expressed in our posts are solely the opinion of the
writers. Thank you for your understanding. Please contact me via e-mail at: onemean5 yahoo.
William February 7, at pm. MDriver February 7, at pm. Andrew February 7, at pm. Gary February
7, at pm. Carter February 7, at pm. John February 7, at pm. Z February 8, at am. Carter February
8, at am. MDriver February 8, at pm. Andrew February 8, at pm. Glad so many people are getting
involved in this conversation! Howard S February 9, at am. Doug February 9, at am. Search for:
Search. Your email will not be sold or spammed, we promise!

